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ABSTRACT 

Because of the complex terrain,thestopping sight distance ofintersection is difficult to meet and intersections 

become accident-prone section in mountain highway. In response to this phenomenon,thisstudy establishedsight 

distance triangle modelsfor uncontrolled intersections and minor roadswith a stop controlledbased on 

driver’svisual characteristics by analyzing the driver's visual features and driving characteristics of mountain 

highway intersection.It can provide a theoretical basis for the design of mountain highway intersection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Subjecting to great influence of 

topography,mountain highway intersections widely 

have a phenomenonthat sight distance is 

poor.Complextransportation andtraffic flow whichare 

interferedin different directions has become a major 

hazard of mountain road traffic accident.In the road 

traffic system,People- Vehicle –Road is an essential 

factor to considerthat influencethe traffic 

safetyofmountainhighway intersection.And while 

driving,driver obtains information mainly through 

sight.Studies have shown that driver obtains80% 

trafficinformation from the sight [1]. So,in order to 

ensure traffic safety when the driver passes the 

intersection, we must ensure thatthere is no obstacle 

in intersection sight distance triangle,driver can see 

vehicles in othercrossings. Compared with the 

intersections in plain area,sight distance triangle in 

mountain highway intersection is affected by more 

factors (crossing angle, branch slope, etc.).Previous 

studies inintersectionwere basicallyon planar, and 

rarely combined flat with vertical sections [2-4].In 

this paper, the studyproposedstopping sight distance 

calculation model based on visual characteristics of 

driverand established sight distance triangle models 

for uncontrolled intersections and minor roadswith a 

stop controlledbythe analysis of the visual 

characteristics of the driver and the traffic 

characteristics of mountain highway intersection. 

 

II. DRIVING CHARACTERISTICS OF 

MOUNTAIN HIGHWAY INTERSECTION 
Mountain highway intersection has 

characteristics of small crossing angle, large access 

slope,small cross-area andsight distance is difficult to 

meet, etc. [5] 
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Figure 1  Schematic diagram of mountain 

highway intersection  

 

As shown in Figure 1,A, B, C, D represent four 

different directions at intersection, θ is the crossing 

angle.Due to the small θ,when the driver travels from 

the direction of B, heis difficult to observe the 

transportation at other three directions.At this time, 

the driver will get traffic information about other 

intersecting sections by twisting the head or upper 

body,and decide operation behavior.The smaller  θ is, 

the largerthe rotating magnitude of the driver is,the 

larger distance of vehicle which straight through the 

intersection is. Because of the behavior of turning 

head, on the one hand, it will increase the driver's 

reaction time and observation timeto cause traffic 

delays. On the other hand, it will lead to the change of 

driving direction to causetraffic accidents.At the same 

time, due to the small crossing angle,it will lead that 

apart of curbs’ radius are smaller.Besides,the cross 

area of intersection is smaller, vehicle turning 

(especially large trucks and other vehicles with longer 

car body) becomesmore difficultly. 

Due to the limitations of terrain, the longitudinal 
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slope of mountainhighway is big to reduce 

excavations and costs,and intersection branch access 

slope is large.When the vehicle is turning through the 

intersection,the angle of turning steering wheel is 

large and the driver needs to control the speed at the 

same time.Therefore, the driver's driving load has 

increased and it lead to driver’ mental stress. Then, 

the risk of accidents is increasing. 

 

III. CALCULATION FOR STOPPING 

SIGHTDISTANCE OF MOUNTAIN 

HIGHWAY INTERSECTION 
The driver must observe the traffic situation and 

traffic control facilities from the intersectionwithin a 

certain distance to ensure traffic safety. Thus, the 

driver is able to stop smoothly before conflicts and 

ensure traffic safety when there are conflict vehicles 

atintersection.So each branchof mountain highway 

intersections must meet requirementsof the minimum 

safe stopping sight distance. 

 

3.1 THE CALCULATION PRINCIPLESOF SAFE 

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCEAT UNCONTROLLED 

INTERSECTION  
At uncontrolled intersection, traffic flow in each 

direction is equally important and the road right of 

vehicles at each entrance is equal.All vehicles have 

the obligation of park braketo avoidbefore conflict 

points at intersection.So, each import-section can 

compute safe stopping sight distance according to the 

principle that the vehicleparking brake and avoidto 

other vehiclessafely pass before conflict points.Safe 

stopping sight distance includesreaction distance, 

stopping distance and safety clearance. Because of the 

differenceof vehicle’s driving characteristics between 

the mountainous highway intersection and other 

intersections, the determination ofsafe stopping sight 

distancein mountain highway intersection is also 

different from other intersections. 

Reaction distance is the distance traveled by 

carin the moment of finding, identifying obstacles and 

deciding to take braking measures afterjudging to 

thebrake really comes into work. Because crossing 

angle at mountain highway intersectionsis small, the 

time of driver twisting the head or upper body is 

increasing, so the reaction time and reaction distance 

are increasing. As shown in equation (1): 
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Among them, 1s is reaction distance, t istotal 

reaction time, including the time of twisting the head 

or upper body 1t and braking reaction time 2t . Speed 

will be reduced when vehicle arriveat the intersection. 

The v in equation can be obtained in the following 

manner: the speed of vehicle needs to be depended on 

traveling direction [6].In the imported lane the speed 

of going straight vehicle generally takes the 0.7 times 

of design speed, and the speed of turning left or 

rightvehicle generally takes the 0.5 timesof design 

speed. 

Branch slope of mountain highway intersection 

is big, so, the effect of slope on the braking distance 

can’t be ignored. As shown in equation (2) [7]: 
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Among them, is adhesion coefficient between 

the road surface and the tire, and is related to road 

wetness; f  isdynamic resistance coefficient, and is 

related to pavement structure, tire construction and 

vehicle speed, etc. i is longitudinal road (uphill 0i , 

downhill 0i ). 

Safe stopping sight distance of mountain 

highway intersection is: 
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Among them, 0l is safedistance. 

 

3.2 THE CALCULATION PRINCIPLES OF SAFE 

STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE AT MINOR ROADS 

WITH A STOP CONTROLLED INTERSECTION 
In the actual driving process, few vehicle 

initiativelyparks to other vehicles pass while 

observing whether the vehicle at intersection or the 

distance from vehicles tothe point of conflict after 

decelerating to the intersection. If there is no vehicle 

or the distance is farto safely pass, they would speed 

up and pass. 

At minor roads with a stop controlled, vehicle 

through the main way has the priority. When there are 

straight traffics within the minor roads-driver's field 

of vision, there are two driving choices for left-

turning vehicles to pass conflict points safely: the one 

is parking to wait; The driver immediately starts to 

acceleratespeed through the intersection as soon as 

observing the gap that can pass. The process is 

uniformly accelerated procedure. The other one is that 

the vehicle directly through conflict point before 

straight traffics. This process is uniform deceleration 

and then accelerating speed through the intersection 

process. The driver can choose what kind of behavior 

by determining the gap that can cross. So, the critical 

time of the two acts is critical gap [8]. 

As shown in figure 3, when the vehicle in inlet B 

found the vehicle in AC direction, it will accelerate 

speed through the intersection. And its accelerations 

is affected by vehicle performance, the intersection 
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type and access angle、slope, etc. According to 

vehicle dynamics, accelerations calculation of vehicle 

starting is as follows: 
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Figure 3  Schematic diagram of mountain highway 

intersection sight distance triangle 
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So the critical gap is  

cc aLdt )(2  （5） 

Among them, D is power factor of vehicle; i is 

longitudinal road (uphill 0i , downhill 0i ), W is 

car’s rotating mass conversion factor; ca  is 

accelerations （
2sm ）; ct  is critical gap （ s ）; 

L is length of the vehicle（m）.  

According to the vehicle’s driving 

characteristics, the model of safe driving distance at 

intersection can be calculated as follows [9]: 

cVtS 278.0 （6） 

 

IV. THE CALCULATION MODEL OF 

INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE 

TRIANGLE 
The geometric design at intersection has a great 

influence on the horizon, and adverse horizon is an 

important factor leading to traffic accidents. Only to 

ensure there are no obstructions in sight distance 

triangle, and to ensure observe the whole picture of 

intersection, the driver could have sufficient distance 

to predict and take action to avoid potential conflicts, 

and pass the intersection safely. At uncontrolled 

intersection or minor roads with a stop controlled 

intersection, the driver needs to consciously 

determine the conflict situations of intersection and 

take steps to avoid conflicts. So, it is particular 

important that sight distance triangle needs to be met 

the requirements at mountain highway intersections. 

 

4.1 THE CALCULATION MODEL OF 

UNCONTROLLED INTERSECTION 
At uncontrolled intersection, traffic flow in each 

direction is equally important, the two cross-sections 

of sight distance triangle are got by security stopping 

sight distance model, as shown in formula 7: 
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4.2 THE CALCULATION MODEL OF MINOR 

ROADS WITH A STOP CONTROLLED 

INTERSECTION 
At minor roads with a stop controlled 

intersection, when secondary-road vehicle is waiting 

to turn left or right at the gap of main-road vehicle, 

there are no obstacles in sight distance triangle 

ofsecondary-road vehicle turning left or right for 

guaranteeing vehicle to pass safely. According to the 

geometric formula, the model of sight distance 

triangle as follows: 
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Among them, L is length of the vehicle（m）, 

the value of a  and b is influenced by the number of 

main-road lane, lane width, crosswalk width, and the 

safe distance from car-head to crosswalk. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
Complex geometry features of mountain 

highway intersections lead that intersection sight 

distance is difficult to meet and cause traffic accident 

risks.This study established safe stopping sight 

distance model at mountain highway intersection and 

sight distance triangle models by analyzing the 

driver's visual features and driving characteristics at 

mountain highway intersection. It can be used as a 

basis for mountain highway intersection. Due to the 

limit of conditions, paper mainlyused crossing angle 

and slip slopeasobjects of studythat affect driver’s 

vision, and ignored the influence of other factors. It 

needsfor more in-depth study and research. 
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